The American Committee on Africa operates on a modest budget and is supported solely by contributions to its general fund.

**THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON AFRICA, INC.**

4 West 40th Street • New York 18, N. Y.

☐ I wish to become a regular contributor to ACOA and enclose $...............

☐ I wish to receive more information about ACOA.

☐ I wish to subscribe to *Africa Today*. (Six issues $2.00)

Check enclosed ☐ Bill me ☐

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY AND STATE**

"The United States should administer its foreign policies so as to support other peoples in their efforts to achieve self-government." — from a unanimous resolution of the United States House of Representatives, 1955.
AFRICA OFFERS THE WORLD A CHALLENGE...

What is America’s Response?

In recent years, world attention has become focused on Africa as never before. What was regarded yesterday as the “dark continent”—remote, mysterious, unknown—has become a stage for human events. Throughout the length and breadth of Africa is heard the striving of men, long in colonial bondage, for their birthright of freedom.

The phrase, “dark continent,” still retains some meaning, however. It remains dark for many Americans who have not kept pace with the fast-moving developments there—and, in another sense, it remains dark for millions of Africans not yet free.

The purpose of the American Committee on Africa is to meet the challenge of Africa’s strivings—to support African people in their struggle for freedom, effectively and responsibly, consonant with the best traditions of American liberty; and to relate African events to the American people.

To implement this purpose, the American Committee on Africa has the following program and projects:

THE SOUTH AFRICA DEFENSE FUND — Headed by John Gunther and Bishop James A. Pike, the fund has raised many thousands of dollars for defense costs and family relief for the 91 persons on trial for treason in South Africa because they advocate equal rights for all races.

A UNITED NATIONS PROGRAM in which Committee-sponsored observers follow closely the debates dealing with African countries. The ACOA also makes recommendations to the delegations and offers services to African petitioners.

MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES are arranged for the purpose of informing Americans about African affairs and views. The ACOA sponsored large public celebrations of Africa Freedom Day, and the independence of Ghana, Morocco, the Sudan and Tunisia. ACOA sponsored a public dinner for Prime Minister Nkrumah of Ghana on his state visit to the United States. Tom Mboya of Kenya, Alan Paton and Peter Abrahams of South Africa, are among key leaders from Africa whose visits to the U.S. have been arranged or sponsored by the Committee.

PUBLICATIONS

• Africa Today, the bi-monthly magazine of the ACOA, features on-the-scene reports not usually publicized elsewhere, by qualified Americans, Africans, and Europeans. Includes editorials, book reviews. $2. a year.

• Africa Today Pamphlets were initiated in 1958 with the publication of “War in Algeria: is Confederation the Answer?” by Lorna Hahn. The series includes the much-commented-on booklet “Portugal’s African Wards — A First-hand Report on Labor and Education in Mozambique” by Marvin Harris. $.50 each.


• Reading lists and other publications on Africa are available through the ACOA, free of charge or at minimal costs.

JOB PLACEMENT FOR AFRICAN STUDENTS — The ACOA whenever possible helps the student in the U.S. to find employment.

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION ON AFRICA to the public through all media on regular basis.

“During the next ten years the peace and stability of the world will be strongly influenced by the evolution of Africa.” Dag Hammarskjold